1860 Henry Rifle Survey
Some questions require disassembly of the rifle, please
ignore these if you are uncomfortable doing so.

9) The rear sight is:
The Serial Number is __________
Fixed
1) The Rifle is serial numbered:
Ladder ( 900 or 1000)
Inside top channel of stock
Inside of butt plate
10) the front sight is:
On barrel flat, forward of receiver
Squared
Round
Loading block / barrel sleeve (end of barrel)
Other
(please
note
below).
On barrel under loading block / sleeve
On lower left receiver tang (under stock)
11) Sling staples are found:
Other
Nowhere
Left stock
Left barrel
If numbers are different than SN, and if there are no
Other (please note below)
numbers found in the above places please note:

2) Frame is
Brass

Iron

3) There are __ numbered stock screws
0
4
1
5
2
6
3 Please note the numbers below

Right stock

Right barrel

12) There is a “Henry bump” on the stock. Answer "Yes" or "No" only if stock
is known original.
Unknown; refinished stock
Yes, left side
Yes, right side
No
13) The Cleaning rod is:
Wood
Metal

None

14) A Lever lock is present
Yes
No
15) A Lever protrusion for the lock is present
Yes
No

4) Lower Tang is marked with an:
H
&
W
Nothing
Other (please note below)
5) Butt plate is:
Pointed / Full crescent

16) The barrel length in inches is ___________
(Barrel is measured to inside of ejection port)
17) Please list any unmentioned features of the surveyed gun, round top, special
order parts, or engraving here. Note any finish other than brass or blued iron.
Note presentations in detail (to, from, date), and engravers if known…
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Rounded / less pointed

6) Rear of frame is:
Early (nearly vertical)

________________________________________________________________
19) If the Henry is martially marked please note it here along with any
subsequent markings on the gun.
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

Later (more sloped)

In between
7) The rifle is dovetailed in the:
Frame
Barrel
8) The rear sight is in the:
Barrel
Receiver

I wish this information to remain confidential.
If further information is desired I can be contacted at:
________________________________________
if information is published I______________________ give consent to use
photographs and or information on my gun. (You will be contacted using the
info. above before any information is published)
Please return survey to:
Spencer Hoglund
Lock Stock & Barrel
1520 East Los Angeles Ave.
Simi Valley, CA 93065

spencer@LSBauctions.co
m

